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Peter Pan
The boy who wouldn’t grow up. He is hotheaded, adventurous adolescent who is also very caring. This
actor needs to be able to be commanding and a natural leader. Peter has a few solo singing lines, but his
presence is most important.
Song: You Can Fly/Fly to Your Heart (Part 2)- measures 1 – 20 including dialog in middle of song
Sides:
Peter: Tink, do you see my shadow?......It’s gotta be somewhere here. Hmmmmmm…. (Peter looks all
around)
You know, Tink, you used to be better at finding stuff like this. You used to be able to find a Lost Boy in
NO TIME!
Tinkerbell: It can be incredibly frustrating trying to communicate with Peter when he gets distracted
Peter: Tink, why are you chattering so much!..... I found it! I knew I’d find it quicker than you! Look how
amazing my shadow is! Now I just need to attach it back. Get me some soap!
Wendy: Oh my gosh, it’s you! I knew you were real! I knew it! I knew it!
I’m Wendy. Wendy Moira Angela Darling. You came back for your shadow, right? Wait—are you trying
to attach it with soap? But wait --- how’d you lose your shadow?
Peter: Girls talk a lot.
Wendy: Excuse me?
Peter: First of all, your nanny is a dog, so that’s weird. And second, she attacked me while I was floating
outside and grabbed my shadow.
Wendy: Oh, Nana!
Peter: I come every night to listen to your stories.
Wendy: But my stories are all about you.
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Peter: That’s why I like ‘em! I tell ‘em to the Lost Boys. But I forget
some of the details. (notices his shadow intact) Wow. Look at how amazing I look with my shadow back!
(crows)
I crow when I’m happy.
Wendy: Oh, Peter – I’m so Unhappy. I have to grow up tomorrow and be a proper lady.
Peter: Grow up?
Wendy: Tomorrow I’m leaving the nursery – which means no more stories.
Peter: What? I won’t have it! I’m taking you to Never Land! You’ll never grow up there!

